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Abstract

Two important problems in motion analysis are addressed
in this paper: change detection and moving object location.
For the first problem, the inter-frame difference is modelized
by a mixture of Laplacian distributions, a Gibbs random
field is used for describing the label field, and HCF (Highest
Confidence First) algorithm is used for solving the resulting
optimization problem. The solution of the second problem
is based on the observation of two successive frames alone.
Using the results of change detection an adaptive statistical
model for the couple of image intensities is identified. Then
the labeling problem is solved using HCF algorithm. Re-
sults on real image sequences illustrate the efficiency of the
proposed method.

1. Introduction

Detection and location of moving objects in an image
sequence is a very important task in numerous applications
of Computer Vision, including object tracking, fixation and
2-D/3-D motion estimation. For a stationary observer, de-
tection is often based only on the inter-frame difference. For
a moving observer, the problem is much harder, since every-
thing in the image may be changed. In this case, egomotion
should be estimated and compensated to be able to detect
independent motion.

This paper deals with two related problems, change de-
tection and moving object location. Indeed, complete mo-
tion detection is not equivalent to temporal change detection.
Presence of motion usually causes three kinds of “change
regions” to appear. They correspond to (1) uncoverd static
background, (2) a covered background, and (3) an overlap
of two successive object projections. Note also that regions
of third class are difficult to recover by a temporal change
detector, when the object surface intensity is rather uniform.
All this implies that a complementary computation must be

performed after change detection, to extract specific infor-
mation about the exact location of moving objects.

The simplest change detector is obtained by thresholding
the difference of two consecutive frames pixel by pixel, or
over block-wise intensities to avoid noise influence. Ex-
tension of this model, using a mixture decomposition for
the observed difference, where the use of a MAP criterion,
gives an adaptive determination of the decision threshold.

The use of first order Markov chains ([4]) along rows
and two-dimensionalorder causal Markov field, to modelize
the problem has also been proposed for the change detec-
tion problem. The statistical modelisation of the problem
leads to more sophisticated models, to which the algorithms
proposed in this paper belong, where MRFs and Gibbs dis-
tributions are used to modelise the problem ([9], [2], [11]
and [1]). The detection map arises by minimizing of cost
functions using deterministic relaxation algorithms.

The related work with location problem is limited. A
similar aproach with the one which we adopt appears in
([8]), while a more complicate solution exists in ([3]). In
this approach, three successive images at instants t1, t2, t3
are considered to recover the moving object location at time
t2.

The proposed here change-detection and moving ob-
ject location algorithms, use for both cases a MRF model,
through Gibbs distribution, to describe globally the labeling
problem. A mixture of two Laplacian distribution functions
is used to model the inter-frame difference, and Gaussian
distribution functions are used to model the intensities in
the moving object location problem. Cost functions are
constructed, based on the above distributions, and a MAP
problem is solved using HCF algorithm. The proposed al-
gorithm deals also with the case of a mobile camera and
the detection of independent motion. In order to check the
efficiency and the robustness of the proposed algorithms
experimental results are presented with synthetic and real
image sequences.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we deal with the change detection problem, while



the moving object location problem appears in Section 3.
Finally Section 4 contains concluding remarks and future
work.

2. Change Detection

A very common hypothesis in change detection problem
is the static camera, which holds in a large number of pro-
posed solutions. An expected result is that these solutions
cannot be used when they deal with a mobile camera. This
constraint is raised, computing the dominant motion, using
a gradient-based robust estimation method ([9]), in order
to create a compensated sequence in which only the mo-
tion of independent moving objects is still valid. An affine
motion-model with six parameters is considered to describe
this motion.

Let D = fdsg denote the gray level difference image
where s 2 S the set of sites in the image grid. The change
detection problem consists of a “binary” label Θs for each
pixel on the image grid. We associate the random field Θs

with two possible events, Θs = �, if s is a static pixel
(hypothesis H0), and Θs = �, if s is a mobile pixel (H1).
Under these assumptions, for each pixel it can be written

H0 : Θs = �; H1 : Θs = � (1)

Let pDj�(dj�) (resp. pDj�(dj�)) be the probability density
function of the observed inter-frame difference under theH0

(resp. H1) hypothesis. These probability density functions
are supposed homogeneous, i.e. independent of the pixel
location and we assume that they are under Laplacian law
with zero mean. LetP� (resp. P�) be the a priori probability
of hypothesis H0. Thus the probability density function is
given by

pD(d) = P�
��

2
e���jdj + P�

��

2
e��� jdj (2)

In this mixture distribution fP l; �l; l 2 f�; �gg are un-
known parameters and principle of Maximum Likelihood
is used to obtain an estimation of these parameters ([6])
iteratively. In Figure 1 is given the histogram and the ap-
proximated probability density function (dashed line) for
Trevor White sequence.

The change detection problem can be formulated as a
scene labeling with contextual information. In this frame-
work, the problem is to assign a label to each site in such
a way, that the solution is consistent with the constraints
which arise from a neighborhood relation, G, over the sites.

Let ! be a labeling form of the image a realization of
the set of random variables Θ = fΘs; s 2 Sg, and !s
represents the label attached to the site s according to !.
The Static-Mobile decision field as it appears in our aproach
is modeled as a MRF with a 8-pixel neighborhood. To

Figure 1. Mixture decomposition for inter-
frame difference

describe p(!) a Gibbs distribution is used, where only two-
pixel cliques are considered. Using the local characteristics
of the MRF, and the equivalence with Gibbs distributions,
p(!) = 1

Z
e�

1
T
U(!), where the energy function is given by,

U (d; !) = U1(!) + U2(d; !) (3)

� The first term,U1(!) accounts for the expected spatial
properties (homogeneity) of the label field:

U1(!) =
X
c2C

Vc(!) (4)

whereC is the set of all two-pixel cliques in the whole
frame, and Vc(!) potential function,

Vc(!s; !n) =

8<
:

��s if !s = !n = �

��m if !s = !n = �

�d if !s 6= !n

(5)

n being a neighboor of s (according to G defini-
tion). The potential �d is the cost to pay to get
neighboors having different labels, �s is a poten-
tial value which facilitates the selection of Static la-
bel, and �m facilitates the selection of Mobile label
(0 < �d < �s; �m).

� Energy U2 expresses the adequacy between observed
temporal differences and corresponding labels ac-
cording to p(D = dsjΘs = !s), thus

U2(d; !) = �
X
s

ln [p(D = dsjΘs = !s)] (6)

The solution of the labeling problem is derived using a MAP
criterion, i.e. the a posteriori distributionof the labels given
the observations is maximized, which is equivalent with the
minimization of the energy function U (d; !). To minimize
U (d; !) an iterative deterministic relaxation algorithm is
used, Highest Confidence First (HCF)([5]) . This algorithm



Figure 2. Change Detection for Trevor White

is suboptimal, that may converge to local minima, but it
induces drastically less computational cost than a stochastic
relaxation scheme (i.e. simulated annealing [7]).

In Figures 2 and 3 are given results for Trevor White and
Interview (mobile camera) sequences, including the ML test
result (bottom left image).

3. Moving Object Location

The modelization of moving object location problem is
similar with the one we adopted in change detection. In this
case the goal is to characterize the situation that holds in
both frames, for each pixel. Any pixel in any frame either
belongs to the background, or it belongs to some moving
object. LetU = fB;Og be the set of the two possible labels,
whereB means “background” andO means “object”. In the
moving object location problem a couple of labels should
be estimated (Θs(t);Θs(t+ 1)) 2 U � U . This notation is
equivalent with given label Θs(t) (resp. Θs(t+ 1)) for the
situation that holds on frame at time instant t (resp. t + 1)
at pixel location s. We have four possible label events,

H00 : (Θs(t);Θs(t + 1)) = (B;B)
H01 : (Θs(t);Θs(t + 1)) = (B;O)
H10 : (Θs(t);Θs(t + 1)) = (O;B)
H11 : (Θs(t);Θs(t + 1)) = (O;O)

(7)

The available observation set is composed of change de-
tection map, and gray level values for both frames. The
first problem we deal with is the computation of conditional
density functions. Let

p((Is(t); Is(t+1)) = (x0; x1)j(Θs(t);Θs(t+1)) = (�; �))

be the conditional density function for case (�; �), where
(�; �) 2 U �U and Is(t) the grey level value at pixel s. In
case of � 6= � the problem is easier (cases (B;O); (O;B)),
since the two events are completely independent and the

Figure 3. Change Detection for Interview

densities funcion can be extracted straightly by the use of
one-dimensional density function, thus

p(x0; x1j�; �) = p(x0j�)p(x1j�) (8)

3.1. Gaussian mixture decomposition of the proba-
bility density function

The Static, as well as the Mobile, part of change detection
map may be composed of many different populations ac-
cording to their gray level values. Thus the density function
of the gray level value, for each case may be decomposed
in a mixture of Gaussians,

p(xj�) =
c�X
i=1

P�i

��i
p

2�
e
�

(x���i)
2

2�2
�i (9)

Using change detection map and pixels labeled as un-
changed, we are able to evaluate the histogram for the gray
level values of the background. The problem now is to
estimate the parameters of the mixture decomposition. An
additional problem is that the number of populations, c�,
is unknown. The number of populations is extracted em-
pirically. To avoid the influence of noise first we perform a
smooth operation on the observed histogram and then we are
looking for local maxima, according to their probability; that
is we are seeking for the modes of this distribution. Then
using the ML estimator for mixture decomposition, we can
compute the unknown parameters for each population. The
same approach is used for the estimation of p(xjO). The
only difference is that pixels labeled as changed, and pre-
senting an important inter-frame difference, are excluded
from the Object as considered to belong to the occluding
regions. Results are given in Figure 4(b).

The problem remains with cases (B;B); (O;O) and two
solutions are proposed. The simplest one is the use of a
global correlation coefficient ��, estimated for both cases.
Then using this coefficient and assuming that it is valid



(a) (b)

Figure 4. Mixture decomposition for Trevor
White: (a) Quantization, (b) Gauss Mixting

separately for the populations composing the distribution of
the gray levels, we can write

p(x0; x1j�; �) =
c�X
i=1

P�ipG2(x0; x1;��i; ��i; ��) (10)

where pG2(x0; x1;��i; ��i; ��) is a two-dimensional Gaus-
sian probability density function.

A more robust and reliable approach is the estimation of
two-dimensional normal density functions. Using as initial
guess all the possible combinations between the observed
populations, and the proposed ML estimator, we can com-
pute the unknown parameters of this model. This approach
demands a considerable amount of computations, but it has
a significant beneficial infuence on the extracted results.

3.2. Piecewise uniform probability density function

An alternative method to determine the values of the
energy term U2 is the quantization of all variables, obtaining
thus a piecewise uniform model for the probability density
functions. This technique is proposed, in order to avoid the
great computational cost of mixture decomposition.

The general idea is to divide the set of possible grey
level values in non-overlapping intervals, in such a way that
the four probability density functions could use the same
orthogonal division of the two-dimensional space of possi-
ble values for the couple of intensities on the two frames
and for all possible labels of this couple. The independent
cases, can be estimated as the gaussian case, simply by one-
dimensional distributions. The necessity to have a good
representation of both background and mobile part, inde-
pendently of their relative size, leads to the construction of
two different quantizers, one for each population. The two
quantizers are then unified to one having as set of decision
levels the union of the two sets of decision levels.

A key problem with quantizers is the determination of
the number of decision levels. This problem is solved us-
ing the observed histograms and a criterion on the mean
squared quantization error. So at the beginning, a number

of prevailing values is selected according to the observed
histogram, and it composes the set of initial quantization
levels. Then the Lloyd-Max algorithm is performed until
the convergence is reached. If the global mean square error
is above the given threshold, the level with biggest mean
square error is subdivided and a new pass of Lloyd-Max al-
gorithm is performed. This operation holds until the global
mean square error is above the given threshold.

Then, according to the final set of decision levels and the
observed histograms, the probability for each level for both
cases (Static, Mobile) is evaluated (Figure 4(a)). The two-
dimensional observed histograms for the couple of pixels
with identical labels is used on the orthogonally divided set
of values to obtain the two-dimensional distribution of the
respective couple of variables, again piecewise uniform.

3.3. MAP labeling

Using the same neighborhood definition as it appears in
change detection part, we can modelize the problem as a
MRF with second order neighborhood, where Gibbs distri-
bution is used to describe the a posteriori probability of a

global labeling form ! (p(!) = 1
Z
e�

U(!)
T ) where the energy

function is given by,

U (It; It+1; !) = U1(!) + U2(It; It+1; !) (11)

The definition of U1; U2 is similar to those presented in
change detection. A more sophisticated definition of poten-
tial function is required now

Vc(!s) = �e>k

2
664
��s 1 1 1

1 ��d �dd 1
1 �dd ��d 1
1 1 1 ��s

3
775

2
664

nbb
nbo
nob
noo

3
775

where the following mapping is used f(B;B) : 1; (B;O) :
2; (O;B) : 3; (O;O) : 4g. nbb (resp. nbo; nob; noo)
is the number of pixels with label (B;B) (resp.
(B;O); (O;B); (O;O)), and ek is a vector with the k-th
element equal to 1 and the others zero. The value �s facil-
itates the selection of (B;B) and (O;O), �d facilitates the
selection of (B;O) and (O;B) and �dd is the cost to pay to
get neighbors with label (B;O) for pixels with label (O;B)
(or the opposite), while the cost to pay to get neighbors with
different label in any other case is 1.0. The exception value
�dd is used because facts (B;O) and (O;B) are mutually
exlusive as neighbors. Finally � is a weight value.

The solution is derived using MAP criterion and the en-
ergy functionU (It; It+1; !) has to be minimized. The min-
imization is performed by the use of HCF algorithm. An
important point in HCF approach is that due to the initializa-
tion step, we give label (B;B) at pixels with Static decision
on change detection map. This initialization decreases at a
significant factor the required computational cost.



(a)

(b)

(c)
(1) (2)

Figure 5. Moving object location for Trevor
White

In Figure 5 are given the results of the labeling process on
the Trevor White sequence for both approaches of evaluation
of the probability density functions (Gaussian: 1, Quanti-
zation:2) presented above (b). The ML decision test result
is also given for illustrating the efficacy of these aproaches
(c). In black is the background, and in gray the covered and
uncovered regions. The projection of this result on the two
successive frames gives the location of the moving object at
the two corresponding moments is also given (a).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we described methods and related algo-
rithms for solving two interesting problems arising in motion
detection. The main contributionof this paper in change de-
tection, is the use of a very efficient mixture decomposition
of the distribution of the inter-frame difference. Thus the
threshold for the ML decision test is adapted to the data. The
use of a Gibbs random field to model the labels, leads to a
reliable statistical model. The solution of the resulting min-
imization problem is provided by the use of a well-known
deterministic relaxation algorithms (HCF). Very satisfac-
tory results were obtained on real image sequences, even
if the camera is moving, in which case its motion is firstly
estimated and compensated.

The second phase of process searchs for determiningcov-
ered and uncovered regions as parts of the whole changed
region. As a result we obtained the location of the moving
object in the two frames. At the first step of the proposed al-
gorithm, the probability density function of the background

and the moving object are evaluated by identifing an adap-
tive mixture decomposition, or by approximating them, for
less computation cost, using a piecewise uniform distribu-
tion. Three solutions were proposed for the modelization
and identification of the joint probability distribution of the
couple of image intensities on the same site in two successive
frames. The efficacy of all these probability distributions
was checked implementing the corresponding ML decision
tests. The final labeling result were obtained using HCF
based on a Gibbs random field model. Very satisfactory
results were obtained on a real image sequence for video-
conference applications. Interesting questions for further
investigation concern: the multiresolution implementation
of the proposed algorithms for speeding up the computation
process and the automatic data-dependent determination of
the parameters of the Gibbs random field model ([10]). Of
course the results we obtained could be further exploited
for motion estimation, as the occluding boundaries could be
considered as known.
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